
Coollang Xiaoyu2.0 User Guide



What’s Included 

Coollang Xiaoyu 2.0

USB Charging Cable 

Silicone Mount 

Adhesive Pad

Free ‘Intelligent Badminton’ 
Training App



Android & iOS App Download Instructions 

iOS 7.0 or above. Compatible with iPhone, iPad, 
and iPod touch. 

Android version 4.0.3 or above. 

Alternatively, click on Google Play Store or Apple 
App Store on your Android or iOS device. In the 
search toolbox, enter ‘Intelligent Badminton’. 

There will be an icon with an add 
feature that says "Free" for iOS users and "Install" 
for Android users. Click this icon. Complete the 
necessary permissions and popups. 

Once the download is complete, you can find 
Intelligent Badminton on your device. 



Turning on and Pairing your Coollang Xiaoyu

To turn on Coollang Xiaoyu, press the (power 
button) on top of the sensor. You should feel 
the button push in slightly when you do this. 
Hold the button for a few seconds. 

If the two LED’s on top of the sensor flash 
alternately, the sensor is switched on. 

Your mobile device’s 
Bluetooth will automatically 
switch on when you open the 
Intelligent Badminton app. In 
the app, click on the [sensor] 
icon on the top right corner. A 
list of all available sensors will 
be displayed. Click on the 
sensor of choice to connect. 



Mounting the Sensor on Badminton Racket 

Coollang Xiaoyu sensor includes an octagonal 
Silicone mount which can be attached to the base of 
any badminton racket. 

Align the octagon shape of the mount with the 
octagon shape of the racket. Press the mount on the 
racket and pull it tight over it. 

Once the mount is attached to the racket, align the 
octagon shape of the mount with the sensor and 
insert the sensor with the LED’s and power switch 
facing forwards. 



Modes of Play 

Practice Sessions Mode

Play sessions mode is made to monitor 
your session statistics and rates your 
performance on a scoring system based 
on improvement.  

3D Real Time Training Mode

3D Real time training mode lets your 
practice and see the performance of each 
shot separately. You can see your shot 
visualised in 3D and observe its 
trajectory from different viewing angles. 

 



Practice Sessions Mode

The Home screen is the main landing page of 
Coollang Xiaoyu. This page contains the links that 
allow you to start a session or to swing the sensor 
into 3D Shot Practice.

Coollang Xiaoyu’s default setting is to capture 
sessions.

A session report contains all of your match or 
practice information for a selected session. Here 
you can view your overall performance, shot 
breakdown and session highlights.  You can view 
the sessions report by clicking on on Total Swings 
in the middle of the screen. 



Practice Sessions Mode

The six main shots captures for every session 
include Clear, Smash, Block, Slice, Lift, and Drive. 

You can see the average statistics of all your 
swings in the History section. If you click Report 
in the upper right corner, you can see a 
comprehensive performance report that can be 
shared on social media. 

You can see the breakdown of every shot in the 
session by clicking on Swings on the main menu. 



3D Practice Mode

Measure the most important aspects of your serve, 
then analyze and improve each one. Coollang 
offers an incredible set of 3D analysis features 
that give you instant feedback.

3D Practise mode can be used to see shot by shot 
breakdown of performance. For every shot, you 
can see graphs of Racket Speed (km/h) and Power 
(N) along with the correct identification of the 
shot.   

Click on 3D Imitat to see the shot movement 
mapped to your body 



3D Practice Mode

Click on Action Trail to see the mapped 
trajectory of every shot. You can move the 
racket to view the trajectory from different 
viewing angles. In the figure, the same shot is 
viewed from above. 

You can replay the shot to view Speed and 
Power at every point of the shot’s trajectory. 



Training Center 
 
Click on Train to access the training center. 

Training center has various exercise modules 
classified according to your badminton 
proficiency - Beginner, Intermediate and 
Advanced. 

Training center can also be accessed from User → 
Settings → Weekly Training Plan. 



For more information and after-sales service, write to overseas@coollang.com. 


